Lighter Side

M

Sometimes It’s Not the
Thought that Counts

y wife is an excellent cook and when
milk,” so I quickly tossed a couple of
preparing a meal, she likes to be
paper towels over the mess on the floor
in total control of the process. The
and turned back to the task at hand. I
extent of my involvement in meal preparawas not about to be discouraged over
tion is normally restricted to opening a can or
one small setback. Minutes later, I had a
unscrewing a tight jar lid. As a result, my food
mixing bowl full of pancake mix, milk and
preparation experience has been limited to
eggs and I picked up my wife’s handheld
opening a bag of chips or making a cold sandelectric mixer. As I inserted the mixer
wich. This has not been a problem because
into the bowl, I hit the “start” switch, not
cooking has never been on my “bucket list” of
realizing it was also the speed control.
things to accomplish before I die.
Suddenly, the mixer looked like a dragster
However, last Sunday morning, I thought
coming off the starting line, causing the
I would give food preparation a try. Since the
mixing bowl to spin across the counterby John Kasun
first of the year, I had spent a lot of time on the
top. Struggling to turn the speed down, I
road attending various trade and sport shows.
made the mistake of lifting the mixer out
My wife thinks going to trade shows is all about eating at of the batter and suddenly found everything in the kitchen,
fancy restaurants, staying at luxurious hotels and taking a including myself, covered with a coating of pancake batter.
limousine to the airport. Normally, trade show travel means It almost looked like someone had painted a racing stripe
staying in the cheapest hotel you can find and catching a hot across the kitchen.
dog and Coke when you get a chance. A ride to the airport is
I was not about to be deterred by this minor problem
normally shared with four other guys you met in the lobby, as I reached for a larger bowl and started over. This time,
which means you will be holding your luggage on your lap however, I used a large wooden spoon to stir the batter. I
while some guy who doesn’t speak English and probably quickly learned that the batter was too thick for the spoon,
doesn’t have a driver’s license tries to get you to the airport as it was like trying to mix cement with a yardstick. I found
without killing anybody.
an old mixer, held with one hand and turned with the other,
I knew that my wife never slept well while I was away that I thought was perfect for the job; at least I could control
and I thought I would let her catch a few extra winks, so the speed. I added more milk to thin the batter but added too
as I got out of bed, I announced I was making breakfast. much and soon I had a watery mix, so I added more pancake
She rolled over and moaned slightly, which I took as her mix but then needed to get a bigger bowl, as my present bowl
approval to proceed.
was overflowing.
For my menu, I selected blueberry pancakes, bacon
By then, the counter was full of bowls and kitchen tools,
and orange juice. I felt this would be simple and would only leaving me little room to work and the floor was slippery
require one skillet, a small mixing bowl and two juice glasses. where I had spilled the milk and egg. I decided to move
My plan was to cook the bacon while I mixed the pancake the entire operation to the kitchen table to finish the job.
batter, then remove the bacon and then put the pancakes in Suddenly, I caught the smell of burning bacon and turned to
the same skillet. I popped a bag of frozen blueberries in the lift the smoking skillet from the stove just as I heard a loud
microwave to thaw them out. I figured 10 minutes on high “bang” from the microwave. I opened the microwave to diswould do it. Next, I placed several strips of bacon in the skil- cover that the frozen blueberries were gone and the inside of
let and turned the heat to medium. After a minute or two, the microwave was a deep purple color.
nothing seemed to be happening, so I turned the heat up
“My God, what have you done?” I heard my wife say. I
and focused my attention on mixing the pancakes. Knowing turned to see her standing in the doorway with a shocked
it was important to have all my ingredients on hand before I look on her face. ”I had a dream that you said you were
began, I placed eggs, milk and pancake mix on the counter. going to cook breakfast,” she stammered. “It wasn’t a dream.
As I broke the first egg into the bowl, a second egg slowly It must have been a nightmare.” As I opened my mouth to
rolled to the edge of the counter and hung there just long explain, she held up her finger and said, “Please don’t say
enough for me to spring across the counter in an attempt to a word. I am going back to bed. Call me when you get this
grab it. My arm knocked over the milk carton just as the egg mess cleaned up and we will go out for breakfast.”
splattered on the tile floor, followed by a stream of milk.
I was going to say, “It’s the thought that counts” but I
As the saying goes, “There is no use crying over spilled decided against it.
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